Although the Caratheodory-Fejer method for obtaining polynomial approximants on a disk is quite effective for certain well-behaved functions, we show that it diverges for certain functions and, in general, does not provide better approximations than the partial sums of the Taylor expansion. <0 1989 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
The following theorem was proved by Caratheordory and Fejer (see, e.g., [1, p. 500] ). Given a polynomial p(z) = LZ=o CkZk, there exists a unique power series extension B(z) = p(z) + Lr::=n+ 1 C:Zk, analytic in the unit disk, that minimizes IIBII := sup IB(z)1
Izi < 1 among all such extensions. Moreover, B(z) is a finite Blaschke product and if p(z) :i: 0, B(z) has at most n z.eros.
Here and in what follows, by a finite Blaschke product we mean a function of the form 1.1) where lakl < 1 for all k and we do not exclude the case). = O. If some ak=O, we set the corresponding factor in (1.1) equal to -z.
We call B(z) the Caratheodory-Fejer (CF) extension of p and sometimes we will use the notation BCF(P) for it.
--Let 1 Ed -: where-d denotes -the disk algebra of functions that are continuous on the closed unit disk and analytic in its interior. We equip d with the supremum norm II .11 and let En(f):= inf Ilf penn pll denote the error of the best polynomial approximation of I by algebraic polynomials of degree at most n.
Since there are few (if any) efficient algorithms for finding best polynomial approximants on planar sets, methods that give near-optimal approximations are of particular interest. Moreover, the "goodness" of any such method should be compared to the trivial method of using the partial sums of the Taylor expansion, which gives th~ order of approximation {En(/) log n}.
In [4] , L. Trefethen proposed a method, called the Caratheodory-Fejer method, for finding poly~omial approximants of functions from d that is based on the above minimal norm extension result. The method can be described as follows. Let Ie d have Taylor expansion about z = 0 of the form 00 j(z) '" L akzk. k=O The problem of best polynomial approximation to f is equivalent to the problem of minimizing Finally, by truncating this series again at k = Land k = L -n -1 and using inversion we arrive at a polynomial of degree at most n, which, when combined with the nth Taylor section for f, gives the desired approximation, which we will denote by Fn,L(f; z) (the L indicates where we truncated the Taylor series). In terms of the ak's and ct's we thus have In [4 J some results were obtained on the approximation properties of the CF method, but its performance for general functions has not been investigated. Despite this fact much enthusiasm has been expressed in connection with the goodness of the method and not without grounds, since in [4 J it was shown that for certain well-behaved functions such as exp(z) the CF approximants are far better than the Taylor sections.
The aim of this paper is to describe the limitations of the CF method; as we will see, in general it is not better than what we can get from the Taylor sections. The results of this paper are anticipated in [2J, where we found that the "near-circularity" property that the CF method was based on in is of the first category in d.
Theorems 1 and I', whose proofs are deferred to Section 3, are not too surprising but suggest that one might try to improve the method by truncating the Taylor series sufficiently far depending on the function f and on n-. However;-as-the next theorem -shows, the-finiteness of L is not important in the sense that all (sufficiently far) truncations can be uniformly bad if the resulting CF approximants are compared to best approximation. THEOREM 2. Suppose Ln> cn, n = 1, 2, ..., for some c> 1. Then there exists an fE.sI1 having a uniformly convergent Taylor series on Izi ~ 1 and a constant c 1 > 0 such that inf IFn.L{f; 1) -f{I)1 ~ cIEn{f) log n L~Ln holds for infinitely many n. This f can be taken to be entire.
Theorem 2, which we prove in Section 2, shows that no matter how far out (> cn) we truncate the Taylor expansion, we may not get a better approximation by F n,L than by the partial sums of the Taylor expansion. Of course, this does not contradict the fact that the CF method works well for certain subclasses of d.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let Sn(f) = Sn(f, z) be the nth partial sum of the Taylor expansion off about zero. (Whenever we refer to a Taylor expansion, we assume it has center at zero.)
We will need the following two simple lemmas. has the same number of zeros in the unit disk as B, i.e., at most v zeros. But this contradicts the fact that, since S y( B -B 1 ; z) = 0, the origin is a zero of Proof It is enough to prove the first assertion. Notice that Fn,LU; z) is constructed from the first n + 1 Taylor coefficients of f and from the CF extension of a polynomial of degree L -n -1 which, in turn, is formed from L -n Taylor coefficients of f Thus all we have to prove is that, for each fixed k, the kth Taylor coefficient of BCF(P) depends continuously on p belonging to the set 11m of polynomials of degree at most m (m = L -n -1). Here BCF(P) is understood as the CF extension of a polynomial of degree m even if some of the leading coefficients of P vanish.
It is important to notice that BCF(P) itself is not a continuous function of P on 11m. However, by Rouch6's theorem, the norm of BCF(P) is a continuous function of P E 11m (cf. the preceding proof).
Suppose now that our claim is not true and there are a sequence p" E 11m and a k such that p" -+ P as v -+ CX) in d and yet the kth Taylor coefficients of BCF(P,,) converge to a number different from the kth Taylor coefficient of BCF(P). Let ar :er ., ", CF p,)=A, Il ~k~' l-a];'1z a';' , and, by choosing a subsequence of {Pv} if necessary, assume that all the ,uv's are equal, say ,uv=,u, and the sequences {Av}r;>=l and {(a~v), ..., a~V»}r;>=1 converge to A and (aI' ..., aJ')' respectively. In case some aj = 0 and ajV) i= 0 for all large v, we can also assume that lajV)I/aj converges to exp( if} j) and we replace A by the product A exp( i(} j)' With this convention we set Thus, Band BCF(P) are both minimal CF extensions of P and so B = BCF(P). This, however, contradicts the assumption that Band BCF(P) have different kth Taylor coefficients and this contradiction proves the lemma. I -F-oi-a given-v -we n-ow-construct-a special Blaschke product, a suitable partial sum of which will be the basic building block for the function f of Theorem 2.
Consider the so-called Fejer polynomials 
